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Abstract
End-to-end tracing captures the workflow of causally-related activity (e.g., work done to process a request) within and among the components
of a distributed system. As distributed systems grow in scale and complexity, such tracing is becoming a critical tool for management
tasks like diagnosis and resource accounting. Drawing upon our experiences building and using end-to-end tracing infrastructures, this
paper distills the key design axes that dictate trace utility for important use cases. Developing tracing infrastructures without explicitly
understanding these axes and choices for them will likely result in infrastructures that are not useful for their intended purposes. In
addition to identifying the design axes, this paper identifies good design choices for various tracing use cases, contrasts them to choices
made by previous tracing implementations, and shows where prior implementations fall short. It also identifies remaining challenges on
the path to making tracing an integral part of distributed system design.
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Introduction

Modern distributed services are large, complex, and increasingly built upon other similarly complex distributed
services. For example, many Google services use various internal services (e.g., for ads and spell-checking)
and have been deployed atop infrastructure services like Bigtable [10], which itself is spread across 100s of
nodes and built atop other services like the Google File System (GFS) [21] and the Chubby lock service [7].
Even “simple” web applications generally involve multiple tiers, some of which are scalable and distributed.
Management and development tasks (e.g., performance debugging, capacity planning, and problem diagnosis)
are always difficult, and are made even more so in such environments because traditional machine-centric
monitoring and tracing mechanisms [32, 46] are not effective. In particular, they cannot provide a coherent
view of the work done by a distributed service’s nodes and dependencies.
To address this issue, recent research has developed new tools and approaches based on workflow-centric
tracing techniques, which we collectively refer to as “end-to-end tracing” [2, 5, 9, 11, 19, 20, 23, 25, 37, 38, 40, 43–
45, 47, 48, 53]. End-to-end tracing captures the detailed workflow of causally-related activity within and among
the components of a distributed system. For example, for a request-based distributed service, each individual
trace would show the work done within and among the service’s components to process a request (see Figure 1
for an example).
As was the case with single-process debugging tools applied to single-process applications, the detailed
information provided by end-to-end tracing about how a distributed service processes requests is invaluable
for development and administration. To date, end-to-end tracing has been shown to be sufficiently efficient
when using sampling (i.e., less than 1% runtime overhead [40, 43]) to be enabled continuously and has proven
useful for many important use cases, including anomaly detection [5, 11], diagnosis of steady-state correctness
and performance problems [11, 19, 20, 37, 40, 43], profiling [9, 43], and resource-usage attribution [18, 47]. As
such, there are a growing number of industry implementations, including Google’s Dapper [43], Cloudera’s
HTrace [13], Twitter’s Zipkin [50], and others [14, 49]. Looking forward, end-to-end tracing has the potential
to become the fundamental substrate for providing a global view of intra- and inter-datacenter activity in
cloud environments.
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Figure 1: Two end-to-end traces. Such traces show the workflow of causally-related activity within and among the
components of a distributed system and (optionally) other distributed services it depends on. A trace can potentially
include information about the structure of the workflow (i.e, the causal order of work executed, amount of concurrency,
and locations of forks and joins), its performance, and resource usage. However, only a subset of this information needs
to be collected for different use cases. In this case, the traces show the structure and inter-trace-point latencies of two
requests submitted to a hypothetical application server that is backed by a shared table store and a shared distributed
filesystem. The data needed by the top request is in the table store’s cache, whereas the data needed by the bottom request
must be retrieved concurrently from two storage nodes. Trace points are simply markers indicating the locations in a
component’s software reached by a workflow.
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Unfortunately, despite the strong emerging interest in end-to-end tracing, there exists too little information to guide designers of new infrastructures. Most problematically, existing literature treats end-to-end
tracing as a generic “one-size-fits-all” solution for many of its possible use cases (e.g., diagnosis of steadystate problems or resource attribution). But, our experiences designing two of the most well-known tracing
infrastructures (Stardust [40, 47], and X-Trace [19, 20]) and building tools on top of them and Dapper [43]
have proven to us that such generality is unwarranted. For example, our initial experiences [41] building and
using Spectroscope [40], a tool that uses end-to-end traces to automatically localize the source of performance
changes, were immensely frustrating. Our initial design for this diagnosis tool reused a tracing infrastructure
that had previously been used for resource-attribution tasks, but this “one-size-fits-all” belief resulted in
a very limited tool that incurred high overheads. Only after our initial failure did we realize that tracing
infrastructures designed with resource-attribution tasks in mind will not show critical paths in the face of
on-demand evictions, may not show synchronization points, and are incompatible with certain forms of
sampling to reduce overhead, thus limiting their utility for diagnosis. Our experiences modifying the original
tracing infrastructure (Stardust [47] to one that was useful for diagnosis tasks (the revised Stardust [40])
helped inform many of the insights presented in this paper.
The basic concept of tracing is straightforward—instrumentation at chosen points in the distributed
service’s code produces data when executed, and the data from various points reached for a given request can
be combined to produce an overall trace. But, from our experiences, we have learned that four key design axes
dictate the utility of the resulting traces for different use cases: which causal relationships should be preserved,
how causal relationships are tracked, how to reduce overhead by sampling, and how end-to-end traces should
be visualized. Designing tracing infrastructures without knowledge of these axes and the tradeoffs between
choices for them will lead to implementations that are not useful for their intended purposes. And, of course,
efficiency concerns make it impractical to support all possible use cases. Indeed, since these axes have not
been previously identified and are not well understood, many tracing implementations have failed to live up to
their potential.
This paper helps guide designers of tracing infrastructures. Drawing on our experiences and the past
ten years of research on end-to-end tracing, we distill the key design axes of end-to-end tracing and explain
tradeoffs associated with the options for each. Beyond describing the degrees of freedom, we suggest specific
design points for each of several key tracing use cases and identify which previous tracing implementations
do and do not match up. We believe that this is the first paper to identify these design axes and show how
different choices for them can drastically affect a tracing infrastructure’s usefulness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses use cases for and the basic
anatomy of end-to-end tracing. Sections 3–6 describe the design axes and their tradeoffs. Section 7 applies
these insights to suggest specific design choices for each of several use cases as well as to analyze the suitability
of existing end-to-end tracing infrastructures for those use cases. Section 8 discusses some challenges and
opportunities that remain in realizing the full potential of end-to-end tracing.

2

Background

This section describes relevant background about end-to-end tracing. Section 2.1 describes its key use cases.
Section 2.2 lists the three commonly used approaches to end-to-end tracing and Section 2.3 describes the
architecture of the approach advocated in this paper.

2.1

Use cases

Table 1 summarizes the key use cases of end-to-end tracing and lists tracing implementations suited for them.
Note that some of the listed infrastructures were initially thought to be useful for a wider variety of use cases
than those attributed to them in the table. For example, we initially thought that the original Stardust [47]
2

Use case

Implementations

Anomaly detection

Magpie [5]

Pinpoint [11]

Diagnosing steady-state
problems

Dapper [43]
Pip [37]
Pinpoint [11]

Stardust‡ [40]
X-Trace [20]
X-Trace‡ [19]

Distributed profiling

ETE [23]
Dapper [43]

Whodunit [9]

Resource attribution

Stardust [47]

Quanto [18]

Workload modeling

Magpie [5]
All others

Stardust [47]

Table 1: Main uses of end-to-end tracing. This table lists the key use cases for end-to-end tracing and tracing implementations suited for them. Some implementations appear for multiple use cases. The revised versions of Stardust and
X-Trace are denoted by Stardust‡ and X-Trace‡ . Almost all tracing implementations can be used to model or summarize
workloads, though the types of models that can be created will differ based on the design choices made for them.

would be useful for both resource attribution and diagnosis. Similarly, Google’s Dapper has proven less useful
than initially thought because it cannot be used to detect certain types of anomalies [35]. It is these mismatches
between “thought to be useful for” and “actually useful for” that this paper hopes to minimize.
Anomaly detection: This diagnosis-related use case involves identifying and debugging problems that
manifest as rare workflows that are extremely different (e.g., fall in the 99.9th percentile) from other workflows.
Such problems can be related to correctness (e.g., component timeouts or failures) or performance (e.g., a slow
function or excessive waiting for a slow thread). They may manifest as workflows that are extremely different
than others with regard to their structures—(i.e, the causal order of work executed, amount of concurrency,
and locations of forks and joins)—latencies, or resource usages. Magpie [5] identifies both correctness- and
performance-related anomalies, whereas Pinpoint’s [11] anomaly detection component focuses solely on
correctness problems.
Diagnosing steady-state problems: This is another diagnosis-related use case, which involves identifying
and debugging problems that manifest in many workflows (and so are not anomalies). Such problems affect the
50th or 75th percentile of some important metric, not the 99.9th . They may manifest in workflows’ structures,
latencies, or resource usages, and are generally performance related—for example, a configuration change
that modifies the storage nodes accessed by a set of requests and increases their response times. Pip [37],
the revised version of Stardust (Stardust‡ [40]), both versions of X-Trace [19, 20], Dapper [43], and parts of
Pinpoint [11] are all most useful for diagnosing steady-state problems.
Distributed profiling: The goal of distributed profiling is to identify slow components or functions.
Since the time a function takes to execute may differ based on how it is invoked, profilers often maintain
separate bins for every unique calling stack, so full workflow structures need not be preserved. Whodunit [9]
is explicitly designed for this purpose and can be used to profile entire workloads. Dapper [43] and ETE [23]
show visualizations that help profile individual workflows.
Resource attribution: This use case is designed to answer question “Who should be charged for this
piece of work executed deep in the stack of my distributed system’s components?” It involves tying work
done at an arbitrary component of the distributed system to the client or request that originally submitted it.
Quanto [18] and the original version of Stardust [47] are most useful for resource attribution. The former ties
per-device energy usage to high-level activities (e.g., sensing or routing) in distributed-embedded systems.
The latter ties per-component resource usages (e.g., CPU time or disk time) to clients in distributed storage
systems or databases. We note that resource-attribution-based tracing can be especially useful for accounting
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and billing purposes, especially in distributed services shared by many clients, such as Amazon’s EC2 [51].
Workload modeling: This catch-all use case involves using end-to-end traces to create workload summaries, which can then be used for later analyses or inferences. One example in this vein is Magpie [5], which
clusters its traces to identify those unique sets of workflows that are representative of the entire workload.
Stardust [47] can be used to create queuing models that answer “what-if ” questions (e.g., “What would happen
to the performance of workload A if I replaced the CPU on a certain distributed system component with a
faster one?”). Almost any tracing implementation can be viewed as useful for workload modeling. But, the
types of models that it can be create will be dictated by the design choices made for it.

2.2

Approaches to end-to-end tracing

Most end-to-end tracing infrastructures use one of three approaches to identify causally-related activity:
metadata propagation, schemas, or black-box inference. This paper focuses on design decisions for tracing
infrastructures that use the first, as they are more scalable and produce more accurate traces than those that
use the other two. However, many of our analyses are also applicable to the other approaches.
Metadata propagation: Like security, end-to-end tracing works best when it is designed as part of
the distributed system. As such, many implementations are designed for use with white-box systems, for
which the components can be modified to propagate metadata (e.g., an ID) delineating causally-related
activity [9,11,18–20,37,40,43,47]. All metadata-propagation-based implementations identify causality between
individual functions or trace points, which resemble log messages and record the fact that a particular point in
the system was reached at a particular time. To keep runtime overhead (e.g., slowdown in response time and
throughput) to a minimum so that tracing can be “always on,” most tracing infrastructures in this category use
sampling to collect only a small number of trace points or workflows.
Schema-based: A few implementations, such as ETE [23] and Magpie [5], do not propagate metadata, but
rather require developers to write temporal join-schemas that establish causal relationships among variables
exposed in custom-written log messages. Schema-based approaches are not compatible with sampling, since
they delay determining what is causally related until after all logs are collected. Therefore, they are less scalable
than metadata-propagation approaches.
Black-box inference: Several end-to-end tracing implementations [2,6,25,28,38,44,45,53] do not modify
the traced systems. Rather, they infer causality by either correlating variables or timings from pre-existing
logs [6, 25, 45, 53] or making simplifying assumptions [44]. Though the idea of obtaining end-to-end traces
without software modification is appealing, these approaches cannot properly attribute causality in the face
of asynchronous behaviour (e.g., caching, event-driven systems), concurrency, aggregation, or code-specific
design patterns (e.g., 2-of-3 storage encodings), all of which are common in distributed systems.

2.3 Anatomy of end-to-end tracing
Figure 2 shows the anatomy of most metadata-propagation-based end-to-end tracing infrastructures. The
software components work to identify work done in the distributed system, preserve the chosen causal
relationships, limit overhead, optionally persist trace data to storage, create traces, and present traces to
developers. They include individual trace points, the causal-tracking mechanism, the sampling mechanism,
the storage component, the trace construction code, and the presentation layer.
Developing such an infrastructure requires answering two conceptual design questions that will dictate
the infrastructure’s fundamental capabilities. The first is: “what causal relationships should be preserved?”
Preserving all of them would result in too much overhead, yet preserving the wrong ones will will yield useless
traces. Section 3 describes which causal relationships should be preserved for the use cases identified in the
previous section.
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Figure 2: Anatomy of end-to-end tracing. The elements of a typical metadata-propagation-based tracing infrastructure
are shown.

The second conceptual design question is: “What model should be used to express relationships?” Specialized models can only represent a few types of causal relationships, but can be stored and retrieved more
efficiently; expressive models make the opposite tradeoff. The most popular specialized model is a directed
acyclic tree, which is sufficient for expressing sequential, concurrent, or recursive call/reply patterns (e.g., as
observed in RPCs). Forks and concurrency are represented by branches. It is used by the original X-Trace [20],
Dapper [43], and Whodunit [9]. Dapper additionally optimizes for call/reply patterns by using a storage
schema that is optimized for retrieving them. Pinpoint [11] uses paths, which are sufficient for representing
synchronous behaviour and event-based processing.
Though useful, trees cannot be used to represent nodes with multiple parents. This corresponds to cases
where a single distributed-system event is causally dependent on several previous events. Examples include
joins or processing that depends on several inputs. Since preserving joins is important for diagnosis tasks (see
Section 3.1.4), the revised version of Stardust [40] and the revised version of X-Trace [19] use general directed
acyclic graphs (DAGs) instead of trees. The original version of Stardust [47] also uses DAGs to establish
relationships between original submitters of work and aggregated activity. Pip [37] has the same expressive
power as DAGs through its representation of arbitrary messages among its tasks.
We now briefly describe the basic components of the infrastructure. The causal-tracking mechanism
propagates metadata with workflows to preserve the desired causal relationships. It is critical to end-to-end
tracing, and key design decisions for it are described in Section 4.
Individual trace points indicate locations in the codebase accessed by individual workflows. Executing a
trace point creates a trace-point record, which contains information about the executed trace point, associated
metadata, and any additional data developers may want to capture (e.g., the current call stack). Trace points are
often embedded in commonly used libraries (e.g., RPC libraries) and added by developers in important areas
of the distributed system’s software [19, 40, 43]. Though many design decisions for where to add trace points
are similar to those for logging, trace points can also help distinguish workflow structures (see Section 4.2) for
examples of how these structural trace points can be used to identify forks and joins). Alternatively, binary
re-writing or interposition techniques like aspect-oriented programming [27] can be used to automatically
add trace points at function boundaries [9, 17] or other locations, such as forks and joins.
Most tracing infrastructures use sampling techniques to limit runtime and/or storage overhead. Coherent
sampling is often used, in which either all or none of a workflow’s trace points are sampled. For example,
by using coherent sampling to persist (i.e., store to stable storage) less than 1% of all workflows’ trace-point
5

records, the revised version of Stardust [40] and Dapper [43] impose less than a 1% runtime overhead. The
choice of what causal relationships are to be preserved dictates the sampling technique that should be used.
Section 5 describes different sampling techniques and their tradeoffs.
The storage component persists trace-point records. The trace construction code joins trace-point records
that have related metadata to construct traces of causally-related activity. These components are optional, since
trace-point records need not be persisted if the desired analyses can be performed online. For example, for
some analyses, it is sufficient to propagate important data with causally-related activity and read it at executed
trace points.
Several good engineering choices, as implemented by Dapper [43], can minimize the performance impact
of persisting trace-points records. First, on individual components, records of sampled trace points should be
logged asynchronously (i.e., off the critical path of the distributed system). For example, this can be done by
copying them to an in-memory circular buffer (or discarding them if the buffer is full) and using a separate
thread to write trace points from this buffer to local disk or to a table store. A MapReduce job can then be
used to construct traces. Both Stardust [47] and Dapper [43] suggest storing traces for two weeks for post-hoc
analyses before discarding them.
The final aspect of an end-to-end tracing infrastructure is the presentation layer. It is is responsible for
showing constructed traces to users and is important for diagnosis-related tasks. Various ways to visualize
traces and tradeoffs between them are discussed in Section 6.

3 Which causal relationships should be preserved?
Since preserving causally-related activity is the ultimate goal of end-to-end tracing, the ideal tracing infrastructure would preserve all true or necessary causal relationships, and only those. For example, it would preserve
the workflow of servicing individual requests and background activities, read-after-write accesses to memory,
caches, files, and registers, data provenance, inter-request causal relationships due to resource contention (e.g.,
for caches) or built-up state, and so on.
However, it is difficult to know what activities are truly causally related. As such, tracing infrastructures
resort to preserving Lamport’s happens-before relation (→), which states that if a and b are events and a → b,
then a may have influenced b, and thus, b might be causally dependent on a [29]. But, the happens-before
relation is only an approximation of true causality: it can be both too indiscriminate and incomplete at the
same time. It can be incomplete because it is impossible to know all channels of influence, which can be
outside of the system [12]. It can be too indiscriminate because it captures irrelevant causality, as may have
influenced does not mean has influenced.
Tracing infrastructures limit indiscriminateness by using knowledge of the system being traced and the
environment to capture only the slices of the general happens-before graph that are most likely to contain
necessary causal relationships. First, most tracing infrastructures make assumptions about boundaries of
influence among events. For example, by assuming a memory-protection model, the tracing infrastructure
may exclude happens-before edges between activities in different processes, or even between different activities
in a single-threaded event-based system (see Section 4 for mechanisms by which spurious edges are removed).
Second, they may ask developers to explicitly add trace points in areas of the distributed system’s software they
deem important and only track relationships between these trace points [11, 19, 20, 37, 40, 43, 47].
Different slices are useful for different use cases, but preserving all of them would incur too much overhead
(even the most efficient software taint-tracking mechanisms yield a 2x to 8x slowdown [26]). As such, tracing
infrastructures work to preserve only the slices that are most useful for how their outputs will be used. The
rest of this section describes slices that have proven useful for various use cases.
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3.1

Intra-request slices

When developing a tracing infrastructure, developers must choose a slice of the happens-before graph that
defines the workflow of a request as it is being serviced by a distributed system. Work created by the submitting
request that is performed before the request responds to the client must be considered part of its workflow.
However, latent work (e.g., data left in a write-back cache that must be written to disk eventually) can either
be considered part of the submitting request’s workflow or part of the request that forces that work to be
executed (e.g., via an on-demand cache eviction). This observation forms the basis for two intra-request
slices—submitter-preserving and trigger-preserving—that preserve different information and are useful for
different use cases. We first identified these slices and the differences between them while trying to understand
why the original Stardust [47] wasn’t useful for diagnosis tasks.
Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.1.2 describe the tradeoffs involved in preserving the submitter-preserving and
trigger-preserving slices in more detail. Section 3.1.3 lists the advantages of preserving both intra-request
slices. Section 3.1.4 discusses the benefits of delineating concurrent behaviour from sequential behaviour and
preserving forks and joins in individual traces. Table 2 shows intra-request slices most useful for the key uses
of end-to-end tracing.
3.1.1

The submitter-preserving slice

Preserving this slice means that individual end-to-end traces will show causality between the original submitter
of a request and work done to process it through every component of the system. It is most useful for resource
attribution, since this usage mode requires that end-to-end traces tie the work done at a component several
levels deep in the system to the client, workload, or request responsible for originally submitting it. Quanto [18],
Whodunit [9], and the original version of Stardust [47] preserve this slice of causality. The two leftmost diagrams
in Figure 3 show submitter-preserving traces for two write requests in a distributed storage system. Request
one writes data to the system’s cache and immediately replies. Sometime later, request two enters the system
and must evict request one’s data to place its data in the cache. To preserve submitter causality, the tracing
infrastructure attributes the work done for the eviction to request one, not request two. Request two’s trace
only shows the latency of the eviction. Note that the tracing infrastructure would attribute work the same way
if request two were a background cleaner thread instead of a client request that causes an on-demand eviction.
3.1.2

The trigger-preserving slice

The submitter-preserving trace for request one shown in Figure 3 is unintuitive and hard to understand when
visualized because it attributes work done to the request after the client reply has been sent. Also, latent work
Intended use

Slice

Preserve forks/joins/concurrency

Anomaly detection

Trigger

Y

Diagnosing
steady-state problems

”

”

Distributed profiling

Either

N

Resource attribution

Submitter

”

Workload modeling

Depends

Depends

Table 2: Suggested intra-flow slices to preserve for various intended uses. Since the same necessary work is simply
attributed differently for both trigger- and submitter-preserving slices, either can be used for profiling. The causality
choice for workload modeling depends on what aspects of the workload are being modeled.
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Submitter-preserving

Trigger-preserving

Request5one

10µs
10µs
10µs

write
cache5write
insert5block
write5reply
1min

10µs
10µs

evict
disk5write
block
persisted

Request5one

Request5two

write
cache5write

10µs
10µs
10µs

write
cache5write
insert5block
write5reply

10µs
10µs

30µs
insert5block
write5reply

10µs
10µs

Request5two

write
cache5write

evict
disk5write

5µs

block
persisted

5µs
insert5block
write5reply

10µs

10µs

Figure 3: Traces for two storage system write requests when preserving different slices of causality. Request one
places its data in a write-back cache and returns immediately to the client. Sometime later, request two enters the system
and must perform an on-demand eviction of request one’s data to place its data in the cache. This latent work (highlighted
in dotted green) may be attributed to request one (if submitter causality is preserved) or request two (if trigger causality
is preserved). The one minute latency for the leftmost trace is an artifact of the fact that the traces show latencies between
trace-point executions. It would not appear if they showed latencies of function call executions instead, as is the case for
Whodunit [9].

attributed to this request (i.e., trace points executed after the reply is sent) is performed in the critical path
of request two. In contrast, trigger causality guarantees that a trace of a request will show all work that must
be performed before a client response can be sent, including another client’s latent work if it is executed in
the request’s critical path. The right two traces in Figure 3 show the same two requests as in the submitterpreserving example, with trigger causality preserved instead. Since these traces are easier to understand when
visualized (they always end with a client reply) and always show all work done on requests’ critical paths,
trigger causality should be preserved for diagnosis tasks, which often involve answering questions of the form
“Why is this request so slow?”
Indeed, switching from preserving submitter causality to preserving trigger causality was perhaps the
most important change we made to the original version of Stardust [47] (useful for resource attribution) to
make it useful for diagnosis tasks [40]. Many other tracing implementations implicitly preserve this slice of
causality [11, 19, 37, 43].
3.1.3

Is anything gained by preserving both?

The slices suggested above are the most important ones that should be preserved for various use cases, not
the only ones that should be preserved. Indeed, preserving both submitter causality and trigger causality will
enable a deeper understanding of the distributed system than is possible by preserving only one of them. For
example, for diagnosis, preserving submitter causality in addition to trigger causality will allow the tracing
infrastructure to answer questions such as “Who was responsible for evicting my client’s cached data?” or,
more generally, “Which clients tend to interfere with each other most?”
3.1.4

Preserving workflow structure (concurrency, forks, and joins)

For both submitter-preserving causality and trigger-preserving causality, preserving workflow structure—
concurrent behaviour, forks, and joins—is optional. It is not necessary for some use cases, such as resource
attribution or profiling. However, it is useful to preserve them for diagnosis tasks. Preserving concurrency and
forks allows developers to diagnose problems due to excessive parallelism or too little parallelism. Additionally,
8

preserving joins allows developers to diagnose excessive waiting at synchronization points and allows them to
easily identify critical paths.
The original version of X-Trace [20] used trees to model causal relationships and so could not preserve
joins. The original version of Stardust [47] used DAGs, but did not instrument joins. To become more useful
for diagnosis tasks, in their revised versions [19,40], X-Trace evolved to use DAGs and both evolved to explicitly
include APIs for instrumenting joins.

3.2

Preserving inter-request slices

In addition to relationships within a request, many types of causal relationships may exist between requests.
This section describes the two most common ones.
The contention-preserving slice: Requests may compete with each other for resources, such as access to
a shared variable. Preserving causality between requests holding a resource lock and those waiting for it can
help explain unexpected performance slowdowns or timeouts. Only Whodunit [9] preserves this slice.
The-read-after-write-preserving slice: Requests that read data (e.g., from a cache or file) written by
others may be causally affected by the contents. For example, a request that performs work dictated by
the contents of a file—e.g., a map-reduce job [15]—may depend on that file’s original writer. Preserving
read-after-write dependencies can help explain such requests’ behaviour.

4 How should causal relationships be tracked?
All end-to-end tracing infrastructures must employ a mechanism to track the slices of intra-request and
inter-request causality most relevant to their intended use cases. To avoid capturing superfluous relationships
(e.g., portions of undesired slices or false causal relationships), tracing infrastructures “thread” metadata along
with individual workflows and establish happens-before relationships only to items with the same (or related)
metadata [9, 11, 19, 20, 37, 40, 43, 47, 48]. Section 4.1 describes different types of metadata and tradeoffs between
them.
In general, metadata can be propagated by storing it in thread-local variables when a single thread is
performing causally-related work, and encoding logic to propagate metadata across boundaries (e.g., across
threads, caches, or components) in commonly used libraries. We argue that systems should be designed with
the ability to propagate reasonably generic metadata with their flow of execution and messages, as this is a key
underlying primitive of all tracing infrastructures we describe.
Though any of the approaches discussed below can preserve concurrency by establishing happens-before
relationships, additional instrumentation is needed to capture forks and joins. Such structural trace points are
discussed in Section 4.2. Of course, the causal-relationship model used by the tracing infrastructure must also
be expressive enough to represent concurrency, forks, and joins.

4.1

Tradeoffs between metadata types

Per-workflow metadata can either be static or dynamic. Dynamic metadata can additionally be fixed-width
or variable-width. There are three main issues to consider when determining which type of metadata to use.
First is size. Larger metadata will result in larger messages (e.g., RPCs) or will constrain payload size. Second
is brittleness (or resilience) to lost or unavailable data. Third is whether the approach enables immediate
availability of full traces (or other data needed for analysis) without trace construction.
Comparing the three approaches, fixed-width approaches limit metadata size compared to variable-width
approaches. All fixed-width approaches are also brittle to data availability or loss, though in different ways and
to differing degrees. Dynamic, variable-width approaches can be extremely resilient to data loss, but at the
cost of metadata size. Additionally, dynamic, variable-width approaches are often necessary to avoid trace
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construction. Table 3 summarizes the tradeoffs between the various metadata-propagation approaches. The
rest of this section describes them in more detail.
Static, fixed-width metadata: With this approach, a single metadata value (e.g., a randomly chosen
64-bit workflow ID) is used to identify all causally-related activity. Tracing implementations that use this
method must explicitly construct traces by joining trace-point records with the same metadata. When doing
so, they must rely on clues stored with trace-point records to establish happens-before relationships. For
example, to order causally-related activity within a single thread, they must rely on an external clock. Since
network messages must always be sent by a client before being received by a server, tracing infrastructures that
do not rely on synchronized clocks might establish happens-before relationships between client and server
work using network send and receive trace points on both machines. To identify concurrent work within
components, tracing implementations that use this approach might establish happens-before relationship via
thread IDs. Pip [37], Pinpoint [11], and Quanto [18] use static, fixed-width metadata.
This approach is brittle because it will be unable to properly order activity in cases where the external
clues are lost (e.g., due to losing trace-point records) or are unavailable (e.g., because developers are not blessed
with the ability to modify arbitrary sections of the distributed system’s codebase). For example, if thread IDs
are lost or are not available, this approach might not be able to properly identify concurrent activity within a
component.
Dynamic, fixed-width metadata: With this approach, simple logical clocks (i.e., single 64-bit values),
in addition to a workflow ID, can be embedded within metadata, enabling tracing infrastructures to encode
happens-before relationships without relying on external clues. To limit metadata size, a single logical timestamp is used. Vector clocks are not feasible with fixed-width metadata because they would require metadata as
wide as the number of threads in the entire distributed system. At each trace point, a new random logical-clock
value is chosen and a happens-before relationship is created by storing both new and old logical-clock values
in the corresponding trace record. Counters that are incremented at each trace point could also be used
to implement logical clocks, but would be insufficient for ordering concurrent accesses. Both versions of
X-Trace [19, 20] use dynamic, fixed-width metadata. Dapper [43] and both versions of Stardust [40, 47] use a
hybrid approach that combines the previous approach and this one. For example, Stardust [40, 47] relies on an
external clock to order activity within components and uses logical clocks to order inter-component accesses.
The dynamic, fixed-width approach is also brittle because it cannot easily order trace-point records when
a subset of them are lost. For example, if a single trace-point record is lost, this approach will be unable to
order the two trace fragments that surround it because both will have completely different logical-clock values
for which no explicit happens-before relationship exists. Hybrid approaches, which do not change metadata
values as often, are slightly less susceptible to this problem than approaches that always change metadata
between trace points. Other approaches are also possible to reduce brittleness, but at the expense of space.
Type
Static
Dynamic, fixed-width
Hybrid, fixed-width
Dynamic, variable-width

Resilient
(∼Brittle)

Traces avail.
immediately

Constant
size
3
3
3

—
3

3

Use cases
All
”
”
”

Table 3: Tradeoffs between metadata types. Static and dynamic, fixed-width approaches are of constant size (e.g., a
minimum of one or two 64-bit values), but are brittle and do not enable immediate use of trace data. Dynamic variablewidth approaches can enable resiliency by incorporating interval-tree clocks and can be used to obtain traces immediately,
but the resulting metadata can be very large (e.g., its size could be proportional to the amount of intra-request concurrency
and number of functions executed). Hybrid approaches represent a good inflection point because they are less brittle
than pure static or dynamic approaches and are of constant size (e.g., a minimum of two 64-bit values).
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Dynamic, variable-width metadata: With this approach, metadata assigned to causally-related activity
can change in size in addition to value. Doing so would allow metadata to include interval-tree clocks [3]
instead of simple logical clocks. Like vector clocks, interval-tree clocks reduce brittleness since any two
timestamps can be compared to determine if they are concurrent or if one happened before another. But,
unlike vector clocks, interval-tree clocks can grow and shrink in proportion to the number of active threads.
In contrast, variable-width vector clocks cannot shrink and so require width proportional to the maximum
number of threads observed in a workflow. Vector clocks also require globally unique, well-known thread
IDs [3]. Currently, no existing tracing infrastructure uses vector clocks or interval-tree clocks.
Tracing infrastructures that wish to make full traces (or other data that requires tying together causallyrelated activity) available immediately without explicit trace construction must use dynamic, variable-width
metadata. For example, tracing infrastructures that use dynamic, variable-width metadata could carry executed
trace-point records within metadata, making them immediately available for use as soon as the workflow ends.
Whodunit [9] is the only existing tracing implementation that carries trace-point records (i.e., function names)
in metadata. To reduce metadata size, heuristics are used to reduce the number of propagated trace-point
records, but trace fidelity is reduced as a result.

4.2

How to preserve forks and joins

For the static and dynamic, fixed-width metadata-propagation approaches discussed above, forks and joins
can be preserved via one-to-many and many-to-one trace points. For the static approach, such trace points
must include clues that uniquely identify the activity being forked or waited on—for example, thread IDs. For
dynamic, fixed-width approaches, one-to-many trace points should include the current logical-clock value and
the logical-clock values that will be initially used by each of the forked descendants. Join trace points should
include the current logical-clock value and the logical-clock values of all events that must complete before
work can proceed. Dynamic, variable-width approaches can infer forks and joins if they include interval-tree
clocks.
An alternate approach, used by Mann et al. [31], involves comparing large volumes of traces to automatically determine fork and join points.

5

How should sampling be used to reduce overhead?

Sampling determines which trace-point records are persisted by the tracing infrastructure. It is the most
important technique used by end-to-end tracing infrastructures to limit runtime and storage overhead [9,
19, 40, 43, 47]. For example, even though Dapper writes trace-point records to stable storage asynchronously
(i.e., off the critical path of the distributed system), it still imposes a 1.5% throughput and 16% response time
overhead when persisting all trace points executed by a web search workload [43]. When using sampling to
capture just 0.01% of all trace points, the slowdown in response times is reduced to 0.20% and in throughput
to 0.06% [43]. Even when trace-point records need not be persisted because the required analyses can be
performed online, sampling is useful to limit the sizes of analysis-specific data structures [9].
There are three fundamentally different options for deciding what trace points to sample: head-based
coherent sampling, tail-based coherent sampling, or unitary sampling. Coherent sampling methods, which
guarantee that all or none of the trace points executed by a workflow will be sampled, must be used if traces
showing causally-related activity are to be constructed. Additionally, head-based sampling will often result
in high overheads if it is used to preserve submitter causality. Figure 4 illustrates the tradeoffs between the
different sampling schemes when used to preserve different causality slices. The rest of this section further
describes the sampling schemes.
Head-based coherent sampling: With this method, a random sampling decision is made for entire
workflows at their start (e.g., when requests enter the system) and metadata is propagated along with workflows
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Aggregating component
(e.g., cache)
Trace point records
Cached
Sampled
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Sampling decision

Propagate
decision

Head-based

Tail-based
Submitter-preserving

Unitary

Head-based
Trigger-preserving

Figure 4: Trace points that must be sampled as a result of using different sampling schemes and preserving different
causality slices. In this example, the right-most workflow in each of the four diagrams causes an on-demand eviction
and, as part of this process, aggregates latent work stored in other cache blocks. Head-based sampling greedily decides
whether to sample workflows at their start. As such, when preserving submitter causality using head-based sampling,
all trace points executed by workflows that aggregate latent work (e.g., the workflow forcing the on-demand eviction
in this example) must be sampled if any one of the aggregated set was inserted into the system by a sampled workflow.
With each aggregation, the probability of sampling individual trace points will increase, resulting in high storage and
runtime overheads. Since tail-based sampling defers sampling decisions to when workflows finish, it does not inflate the
trace-point-sampling probability as a result of aggregations. However, it requires that records of trace points executed by
workflows that leave latent work be cached until the latent work is aggregated. Unitary sampling also does not suffer
from sampling inflation because it does not attempt to coherently capture workflows’ trace-point records. However, with
unitary sampling, data required to obtain traces or for needed analysis must be propagated with metadata and stored in
trace-point records. The rightmost diagram shows that head-based sampling can be used to preserve trigger causality
with low overhead because latent work is always attributed to the aggregator. As such, only the sampling decision made
for the aggregator matters when deciding whether to sample the trace points it executes.

indicating whether to collect their trace points. The percentage of workflows randomly sampled is controlled
by setting the workflow-sampling percentage. When used in conjunction with tracing infrastructures that
preserve trigger causality, the workflow-sampling percentage and the trace-point-sampling percentage (i.e.,
the percentage of trace points executed that are sampled) will be the same. Due to its simplicity, head-based
coherent sampling is used by many existing tracing implementations [19, 40, 43].
Head-based coherent sampling will not reduce runtime and storage overhead for tracing infrastructures
that preserve submitter causality. This is because the effective trace-point-sampling percentage will almost
always be much higher than the workflow-sampling percentage. To understand why, recall that preserving
submitter causality means that latent work is attributed to the original submitter. So, when latent work is
aggregated by another request or background activity, trace points executed by the aggregator must be sampled
if any one of the aggregated set was inserted into the system by a sampled workflow. In many systems, this
process will result in sampling almost all trace points deep in the system. For example, if head-based sampling
is used to sample trace points for only 0.1% of workflows, the probability of sampling an individual trace point
will also be 0.1% before any aggregations. However, after aggregating 32 items, this probability will increase
to 3.2% and after two such levels of aggregation, the trace-point-sampling percentage will increase to 65%.
The leftmost diagram in Figure 4 illustrates this inflationary process for one level of aggregation. The overall
effective trace-point-sampling percentage depends on several parameters, including the workflow-sampling
percentage, the number of aggregation levels, and the number of trace points between aggregation levels.
When developing the revised version of Stardust [40], we learned of this incompatibility between headbased coherent sampling and submitter causality the hard way. Head-based sampling was the first feature we
added to the original Stardust [47], which previously did not use sampling and preserved submitter causality.
But, at the time, we didn’t know anything about causality slices or how they interact with different sampling
techniques. So, when we applied the sampling-enabled Stardust to our test distributed system, Ursa Minor [1],
we were very confused as to why the tracing overheads did not decrease. Of course, the root cause was that
12

Ursa Minor contained a cache very near the entry point to the system, which aggregated 32 items at a time.
We were using a sampling rate of 10%, meaning that 97% all trace points executed after this aggregation were
always sampled.
Tail-based coherent sampling: This method is similar to the previous one, except that the workflowsampling decision is made at the end of workflows, instead of at their start. Delaying the sampling decision
allows for more intelligent sampling—for example, the tracing infrastructure can examine a workflow’s
properties (e.g., response time) and choose only to collect anomalous ones. But, trace-point records for every
workflow must be cached somewhere until the sampling decision is made for them. Because many workflows
can execute concurrently, because each request can execute many trace points, and because workflows with
latent work will remain in the system for long periods of time, such temporary collection is not always feasible.
Tail-based sampling avoids inflating the trace-point-sampling percentage because it does not commit to a
sampling decision upfront. As such, it can be used to preserve submitter causality with low runtime and storage
overhead. For workflows that carry aggregated work, tail-based sampling guarantees that either all or none of
the trace points executed by workflows whose work has been aggregated are sampled. Accomplishing this
requires maintaining a mapping between aggregators’ workflow IDs and the IDs of the workflows whose work
they have aggregated. The second-leftmost diagram in Figure 4 illustrates the trace-point records that must
be cached when preserving submitter causality with tail-based sampling. Due to its high memory demand,
tail-based sampling is not used by most tracing infrastructures.
Some tracing infrastructures use a hybrid scheme, in which they nominally use head-based coherent
sampling, but also cache records of recently executed trace points in per-node circular buffers. The circular
buffers are often sized to guarantee a request’s trace-point records will not be evicted as long as it’s execution
time does not exceed the 50th or 75th percentile. This technique allows tracing infrastructures to backtrack
and collect traces for non-sampled workflows that appear immediately anomalous (e.g., fail or return an error
code soon after starting execution). However, it is not sufficient for performance anomalies (e.g., requests that
take a very long time to execute).
Unitary sampling: With this method, developers set the trace-point-sampling percentage directly and
the sampling decision is made at the level of individual trace points. No attempt is made at coherence (i.e.,
capturing all trace points associated with a given workflow), so traces cannot be constructed using this
approach. This method is best for use cases, such as resource attribution, where the information needed for
analysis can be propagated with workflows (assuming dynamic, variable-width metadata) and retrieved at
individual trace points directly.
In addition to deciding how to sample trace points, developers must decide how many of them to sample.
Many infrastructures choose to randomly sample a small, set percentage—often between 0.01% and 10%—of
trace points or workflows [9, 19, 40, 43]. However, this approach will capture only a few trace points for small
workloads, limiting its use for them. Using per-workload sampling percentages can help, but this requires
knowing workload sizes a priori. A more robust solution, proposed by Sigelman at al. [43], is an adaptive
scheme, in which the tracing infrastructure aims to always capture a set rate of trace points or workflows
(e.g., 500 trace points/second or 100 workflows/second) and dynamically adjusts the trace-point- or workflowsampling percentage to accomplish this set goal. Though promising, care must be taken to avoid biased results
when the captured data is used for statistical purposes. For distributed services built on top of shared services,
the adaptive sampling rate should be based on the tracing overhead the lowest-tier shared service can support
(e.g., Bigtable [10]) and proportionately propagated backward to top-tier services.

6

How should traces be visualized?

Good visualizations are important for use cases such as diagnosis and profiling. Effective visualizations will
amplify developers’ efforts, whereas ineffective ones will hinder their efforts and convince them to use other
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tools and techniques [30, 39]. Indeed, Oliner et al. identify visualization as one of the key future challenges
in diagnosis research [34]. This section highlights common approaches to visualizing end-to-end traces.
The choices between them depend on the visualization’s intended use, previous design choices, and whether
precision (i.e., the ability to show forks, joins, and concurrency) is preferred over volume of data shown.
Furthermore, the underlying trace representation limits which visualizations can be used. DAGs can support
any of the approaches in this section. All but flow graphs can also be built from directed trees.
Table 4 summarizes the tradeoffs among the various visualizations. Figure 5 shows how some of the
visualizations would differ in showing requests. Instead of visualizing traces, Pip [37] uses an expectation
language to describe traces textually. Formal user studies are required to compare the relative benefits of
visualizations and expectations, and we make no attempt to do so here.
Gantt charts (also called swimlanes): These visualizations are most often used to show individual traces,
but can also be used to visualize multiple requests that have identical workflows. The Y-axis shows the overall
request and resulting sub-requests issued by the distributed system, and the X-axis shows relative time. The
relative start time and latency (measured in wall-clock time) of items shown on the Y-axis are encoded by
horizontal bars. Concurrency can easily be inferred by visually identifying bars that overlap in X-axis values.
Forks and joins must also be identified visually, but it is harder to do so. Both ETE [23] and Dapper [43]
use Gantt charts to visualize individual traces. In addition to showing latencies of the overall request and
sub-requests, Dapper also identifies network time by subtracting time spent at the server from the observed
latency of the request or sub-request.
Flow graphs (also called request-flow graphs): These directed-acyclic graphs faithfully show requests’
workflows as they are executed by the various components of a distributed system. They are often used to
visualize and show aggregate information about multiple requests that have identical workflows. Since such
requests are often expected to perform similarly, flow graphs are a good way to preserve precision, while still
showing multiple requests. Fan-outs in the graph represent the start of concurrent activity (forks), events on
different branches are concurrent, and fan-ins represent synchronization points (joins). The revised version of
Stardust [40] and the revised version of X-Trace [19] visualize traces via flow graphs.
Call graphs and focus graphs: These visualizations are also often used to show multiple traces, but do
not show concurrency, forks, or joins, and so are not precise. Call graphs use fan-outs to show functions
accessed by a parent function. Focus graphs show the call stack to a chosen component or function, called
the “focus node,” and the call graph that results from treating the focus node as its root. In general, focus
graphs are best used for diagnosis tasks for which developers already know which functions or components are
problematic. Dapper [43] uses focus graphs to show multiple requests with identical workflows, but owing to
its RPC-oriented nature, nodes do not represent components or functions, but rather all work done to execute
an RPC at the client and server. Note that when used to visualize multiple requests with different workflows,

Forks
Gantt charts
Flow graphs
Call & focus graphs
CCTs

I
Y
N
N

Precision
Joins Conc.
I
Y
N
N

I
Y
N
N

Many flows?
Same Different
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Y⋆
Y

Table 4: Tradeoffs between trace visualizations. Different visualizations differ in precision—i.e., if they can show forks,
joins and concurrency (“Y”), or if it must be inferred (“I”). They also differ in their ability to show multiple workflows,
and whether those multiple workflows can be different. To our knowledge, these visualizations have been used to show
traces that contain up to a few hundred trace points. Note that though call graphs and focus graphs are sometimes used
to visualize multiple different workflows, they will show infeasible paths when used to do so.
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Figure 5: Comparison of various approaches for visualizing traces. Gantt charts are often used to visualize individual
requests. Flow graphs allow multiple requests with identical workflows to be visualized at the same time while showing
forks, joins, and concurrency. However, they must show requests with different workflows separately (as shown by
requests one and two). CCTs trade precision for the ability to visualize multiple requests with different workflows (e.g.,
an entire workload). Call graphs can also show multiple workflows, but may show infeasible paths that did not occur in
an actual execution. For example, see the a → b → c → d path in the call graph shown, which does not appear in either
request one or two.

call graphs can show infeasible paths [4]. This is demonstrated by the a → b → c → d path for the call graph
shown in Figure 5.
Calling Context Trees (CCTs) [4]: These visualizations are best used to show multiple requests with
different workflows, as they guarantee that every path from root to leaf is a valid path through the distributed
system. To do so in a compact way, they use fan-outs to show function invocations, not forks, and, as such,
are not precise. CCTs can be constructed in amortized constant time and are best used for tasks for which a
high-level summary of system behaviour is desired (e.g., profiling). Whodunit [9] uses CCTs to show profiling
information for workloads.

7

Putting it all together

Based on the tradeoffs described in previous sections and our experiences, this section identifies good design
choices for the key uses of end-to-end tracing. We also show previous implementations’ choices and contrast
them to our suggestions.

7.1

Suggested choices

The italicized rows of Table 5 show suggested design choices for key use cases of end-to-end tracing. For the
causal-tracking mechanism, we suggest the hybrid static/dynamic, fixed-width approach for most use cases
because it requires constant size, reduces the need for external clues, and is less brittle than the straightforward
dynamic, fixed-width approach. Static metadata is also a good choice if the needed external clues (e.g., to
establish happens-before relationships) will always be available or if many events that require clues, such
as forks, joins, and concurrency, need not be preserved. Developers should consider using variable-width
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Design axes
Use

Name

Sampling

Causality
slices

Forks/
joins/conc.

Metadata Visualization

Anomaly
detection

Suggested

Coherent (T)

Trigger

Yes

S/DF

Flow graphs

Magpie [5]
Pinpoint [11]

No
”

Any
Trigger

”
No

None
S

Gantt charts (V)
Paths

Diagnosing
steady-state
problems

Suggested

Coherent (H)

Trigger

Yes

S/DF

Flow graphs

Stardust‡ [40]
X-Trace‡ [19]
Dapper [43]

”
”
”

”
”
”

”
”
Forks/conc.

”
DF
S/DF

Pip [37]
X-Trace [20]

No
”

Yes
Forks/conc.

S
DF

Pinpoint [11]

”

”
Trigger &
TCP layers
Trigger

No

S

”
”
Gantt charts &
focus graphs
Expectations
Call graphs &
network layers
Paths

Suggested

Unitary

Either

No

DV

CCTs

Whodunit [9]
Dapper [43]

”
Coherent (H)

Submitter
Trigger

”
Forks/conc.

”
S/DF

ETE [23]

No

Any

No

None

”
Gantt charts &
focus graphs
Gantt charts

Resource
attribution

Suggested

Unitary

Submitter

No

DV

None

Stardust [47]
Quanto [18]

No
No

”
”

Forks/conc.
No

S/DF
S

Call graphs
None

Workload
modeling

Suggested

Depends

Depends

Depends

Depends

Flow graphs or CCTs

Magpie [5]
Stardust [47]

No
No

Depends
Submitter

Yes
Forks/conc.

None
S/DF

Gantt charts (V)
Call graphs

Distributed
profiling

Table 5: Suggested design choices for various use cases and choices made by existing tracing implementations.
Suggested choices are shown in italics. Existing implementations’ design choices are qualitatively ordered according
to similarity with our suggested choices. For comparison, two schema-based approaches, Magpie and ETE, are also
included. The revised versions of Stardust and X-Trace are denoted by Stardust‡ and X-Trace‡ . Static approaches to
metadata propagation are denoted by S, Dynamic, fixed-width approaches by DF, Hybrid, fixed-width approaches by
S/DF, and dynamic, variable-width approaches by DV. (V) indicates that a variant of the stated item is used.

approaches if feasible. For use cases that require coherent sampling, we conservatively suggest the head-based
version when it is sufficient, but tail-based based coherent sampling should also be considered since it subsumes
the former and allows for a wider range of uses. The rest of this section explains design choices for the various
use cases.
Anomaly detection: This use case involves identifying rare workflows that are extremely different from
others so that developers can analyze them. As such, tail-based coherent sampling should be used so that traces
can be constructed and so that the tracing infrastructure can gauge whether a workflow is anomalous before
deciding whether or not to sample it. Either trigger causality or submitter causality can be preserved with low
overhead. But, the former should be preferred since workflows that show trigger causality show critical paths
and are easier to understand when visualized. To identify anomalies that result from excessive parallelism,
insufficient parallelism, or excessive waiting for one of many concurrent operations to finish, implementations
should preserve forks, joins, and concurrent behaviour. Flow graphs are best for visualizing anomalies because
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they are precise and because anomaly detection will, by definition, not generate many results. Gantt charts can
also be used.
Diagnosing steady-state problems: This use case involves diagnosing performance and correctness
problems that can be observed in many requests. Design choices for it are similar to anomaly detection, except
that head-based sampling can be used, since, even with low sampling rates, it is unlikely that problems will go
unnoticed.
Distributed profiling: This use case involves sampling function or inter-trace-point latencies. The interand intra-component call stacks to a function must be preserved so that sampled items can be grouped
together based on context, but complete traces need not be constructed. Since call stacks can be represented
compactly [9], these requirements align well unitary with sampling and dynamic, variable-width metadatapropagation approaches. Combined, these options allow for trace-point records to be carried as metadata and
profiles to be collected online. If metadata size is a concern, fixed-width metadata, combined with head-based
or tail-based sampling can be used as well, but online profiling will not be possible. Call stacks do not need to
preserve forks, joins, or concurrency. CCTs are best for visualizing distributed profiles, since they can show
entire workloads and infeasible paths do not appear.
Resource attribution: This use case involves attributing work done at arbitrary levels of the system to the
original submitter, so submitter causality must be preserved. Resource attribution is best served by dynamic,
variable-width metadata-propagation approaches and unitary sampling. This combination will allow client
IDs of aggregated items to be carried in metadata, thus enabling immediate, online analyses without having to
construct traces. If metadata size is a concern, tail-based sampling and fixed-width metadata could be used
instead, but online, immediate analyses will not be possible. Head-based sampling can be used, but will likely
result in high overheads because it will result in sampling almost all trace points after a few levels of aggregation.
Though forks, joins, and concurrency need not be preserved, DAGs must be used as the underlying data model
to preserve relationships between original submitters and aggregated work. Visualization is not necessary for
this use case.
Workload modeling: The design decisions for this use case depend on what properties of the workload
are being modeled. For example, when used to model workloads, Magpie [5] aims to identify a set of flows
and associated resource usages that are representative of an entire workload. As such, it is useful for Magpie to
preserve forks, joins, and concurrent behaviour. If traces for this use case are to be visualized, flow graphs or
CCTs should be used, since they allow for visualizing multiple traces at one time.

7.2

Existing implementations’ choices

Table 5 also lists how existing tracing implementations fit into the design axes suggested in this paper. Tracing
implementations are grouped by the use case for which they are most suited (a tracing implementation may
be well suited for multiple use cases). For a given use case, tracing implementations are ordered according to
similarity in design choices to our suggestions. This ordering shows that that tracing implementations suited
for a particular use case tend to make similar design decisions to our suggestions for that use case. The rest of
this section describes key cases where our suggestions differ from tracing implementations’ choices.
For anomaly detection, we suggest tail-based sampling, but both Magpie [5] and Pinpoint [11] do not use
any sampling techniques whatsoever. Collecting and storing trace points for every request guarantees that
both implementations will not miss capturing any rare events (anomalies), but also means they cannot scale to
handle large workloads. Magpie cannot use sampling, because it does not propagate metadata. Pinpoint is
concerned mainly with correctness anomalies, and so does not bother to preserve concurrency, forks, or joins.
For diagnosing steady-state problems, we suggest that forks, joins, and structure be explicitly preserved,
but Dapper [43] cannot preserve joins because it uses a tree as its model for expressing causal relationships,
not a DAG. Recent work by Mann et al. [31] focuses on learning join-point locations by comparing large
volumes of Dapper traces. Dapper traces are then reformatted to show the learned join points. Pip [37] also
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differs from many other tracing implementations in that it uses an expectation language to show traces. Pip’s
expectation language describes how other components interact with a component of interest and so is similar
in functionality to focus graphs. Both are best used when developers already have a component-of-interest in
mind, not for problem-localization tasks.
Both the revised version of Stardust [40] and the revised version of X-Trace [19] were created as a result
of modifying their original versions [20, 47] to be more useful for diagnosis tasks. Both revised versions
independently converged to use almost the same design choices. Sambasivan et al. initially tried to use the
original version of Stardust, which was designed with resource attribution in mind, for diagnosis, but found it
insufficient, motivating the need for the revised version. The original X-Trace was designed by Fonseca et al.
to help with diagnosis tasks. But, as a result of experiences applying X-Trace to additional real systems [19],
they eventually found the design choices listed for the revised version to be more useful than the ones they
originally chose.
For distributed profiling, existing infrastructures either meet or exceed our suggestions. For resource
attribution, existing implementations do not use sampling and hence cannot scale.

8

Challenges & opportunities

Though end-to-end tracing has proven useful, many important challenges remain before it can reach its full
potential. They arise in collecting and presenting trace data, as a result of the complexity and volume of traces
generated by today’s large-scale distributed systems. Also, we have only touched the tip of the iceberg in
developing analysis techniques for end-to-end traces; many opportunities remain to better exploit this rich
data source.

8.1 Challenges in trace collection
As instrumented systems scale both in size and workload, tracing infrastructures must accommodate larger,
more complex, traces at higher throughput, while maintaining relevance of tracing data. Though head-based
sampling meets the first two criteria of this key challenge, it does not guarantee trace relevance. For example, it
complicates diagnostics on specific traces and will not capture rare bugs (i.e., anomalies). Conversely, tail-based
sampling, in which trace points are cached until requests complete, meets the relevance criteria, but not the
first two.
An in-between approach, in which all trace points for requests are discarded as soon as the request is
deemed uninteresting, seems a likely solution, but important research into finding the trace attributes that
best determine when a trace can be discarded is needed before this approach can be adopted. An alternate
approach may be to collect low-resolution traces in the common case and to increase resolution only when a
given trace is deemed interesting. However, this approach also requires answering similar research questions
as that required for the in-between approach.
Another challenge, which end-to-end tracing shares with logging, involves trace interpretability. In many
cases, the developers responsible for instrumenting a distributed system are not the same as those tasked
with using the resulting traces. This leads to confusion because of differences in context and expertise. For
example, in a recent user study, Sambasivan et al. had to manually translate the trace-point names within
end-to-end traces from developer-created ones to ones more readily understood by general distributed-systems
experts [39]. To help, key research must be conducted on how to define good instrumentation practices, how
to incentivize good instrumentation, and how to educate users about how to interpret instrumented traces or
logs. Research into automatic instrumentation and on the fly re-instrumentation (e.g., as in DTrace [8]) can
also help reduce instrumentation burden and help interpretability.
A final important challenge lies in the integration of different end-to-end tracing infrastructures. Today’s
distributed services are composed of many independently-developed parts, perhaps instrumented with different
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tracing infrastructures (e.g., Dapper [43], Stardust [40, 47], Tracelytics [49], X-Trace [19, 20], or Zipkin [50]).
Unless they are modified to be interoperable, we miss the opportunity to obtain true end-to-end traces of
composed services. The provenance community has moved forward in this direction by creating the Open
Provenance Model [33], which deserves careful examination.

8.2 Challenges in visualization
As the volume and size of end-to-end traces increase, a key challenge lies in understanding how to visualize
them effectively. The techniques described in Section 6 often only scale to a few hundred trace points at
best, but many distributed services can generate a lot more. For example, Wang [52] describes how tools like
Graphviz [22] cannot effectively visualize HDFS traces, which, due to its large write sizes of 64MB or more, can
generate individual traces comprised of 1,000s of trace points. Even navigating graphs with 100s of trace points
was challenging for users in a study by Sambasivan et al. [39]. Higher-level summaries of large end-to-end
traces could help, but research is needed into how to preserve appropriate attributes, include multiple levels of
detail, and summarize and collapse similar subgraphs in meaningful ways. Interactivity seems paramount for
allowing users to filter, query, and display only relevant information.

8.3

Opportunities in trace analysis

The use cases of end-to-end tracing described in this paper represent only a handful of all potential ones.
Significant opportunities remain to discover more. For example, one recent research effort focuses on using endto-end traces to automatically identify and assign extra resources to bottlenecked services in large distributed
systems [36]. Many research opportunities also remain for the use cases already identified in this paper. For
example, for diagnosis, longitudinal comparisons across traces are useful to identify outliers or undesirable
differences between distributed systems components. Spectroscope [40], which uses statistical techniques
to identify timing variations among graphs and simple heuristics to compare their structures, is an initial
step, but is not sufficient. Research into whether more advanced techniques, such as graph kernels [42] and
frequent-subgraph mining [24], can be used for such comparisons is needed. Along these lines, Eberle et
al. [16] present potentially useful techniques for identifying structural anomalies. Despite their promise, it
remains to be seen whether these techniques can scale while simultaneously accounting for the structure,
labels, timings, and domain-specific semantics present in end-to-end traces.

9

Conclusion

End-to-end tracing can be implemented in many ways, and the choices made dictate the utility of the resulting
traces for different development and management tasks. Based on our experiences developing tracing infrastructures and past research on the topic, this paper provides guidance to designers of such infrastructures and
identifies open questions for researchers.
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